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G

lobal economic losses caused by climate change have spiked
by 250% in the last three decades, putting pressure on the
insurance industry. The global protection gap could reach
$1.86tn by 2025, with the Asia Pacific region accounting for almost
half of all uninsured risk.
Understanding the impacts of climate change has become a top priority
and future-focused insurers will need to embed climate risk mitigation
strategies into their operating and business models. Climate change
could spark the next catastrophic wave of pandemics and Asia will face
an increasingly complex set of overlapping crises. When could it be,
how will it unfold and how much damage will it do? What can insurers
do to make a difference and help manage the impacts? How can
companies use sustainable finance to reduce their carbon footprint?
And how can regulators accelerate the growth of green and sustainable
finance? Proactive investment in resilience and net-zero is essential to
avoid the worst impacts of climate change.
This year, at the Asia Nat CAT and Climate Change conference, we
will get up close and technical to look at strategies to meet the everincreasing new risks and demand for CAT covers in the aftermath
of COVID-19. This two-day conference is a must attend for CAT
underwriters, reinsurers, CAT modellers, risk managers, brokers as
well as all involved in the dynamic and volatile CAT market today. The
insurance industry must respond to find effective risk management
strategies to meet evolving and increasing CAT exposures.

Who Should Attend
• Reinsurers
• General Insurers
• Reinsurance & Insurance Brokers
• Underwriters & Claims Managers
• Government Officials involved with
Catastrophe Exposures, Environmental
Planning & Climate Change
• Climate Change Experts & Agencies
• Catastrophe & Seismology Experts
• Catastrophe Modelling Agencies
• Risk Managers
• Regulators
• Consultants & Actuaries
• Capital Market Players
• Service Providers to the Insurance Industry

Key topics
• Keynote: What is the impact of climate change on Insurers
• Special address: Where are insurers on the ‘Green Wave’
to cope with global warming
• Anchor address: Climate change, Ukraine, inflation and
the pandemic – the big issues in a changed world
• Can Insurers be proactive in fighting climate change
• Is Nat CAT ruled by climate change?
• Will climate change be the cause of new pandemics?
• The impact of climate change on the traditional ILS
market and non-Nat Cat alternatives
• Climate change and ESG – Why ESG spells big changes
ahead for Insurers
• Climate & disaster resilience action plan
• Managing secondary perils in Asia Pacific
• Parametric insurance – an important tool to increase
climate resilience
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How parametric insurance prevents supply chain collapse
Parametric in a hard market
Adapting to climate change in developing countries
The future of climate modelling
How insurers and CAT modellers are evolving to meet
today’s risk challenges
Can CAT models catch up with climate risk?
Remote sensing for natural hazards assessment and
control
AI potential in property & casualty
Impact of international action on Nat CAT management
Panel: Flood and protection gap
– How insurable is flood risk?
– How big is the protection gap and what are the solutions
that could help to close the gap

Note
In line with the Singapore’s prevailing national guidelines, only fully vaccinated local and overseas delegates
will be admitted into the hotel venue. Delegates must always remain masked when not consuming F&B.
Safe Management Measures for MICE Events in Singapore:
www.stb.gov.sg/content/stb/en/home-pages/advisory-for-MICE.html#MICE
For overseas delegates travelling to Singapore: https://safetravel.ica.gov.sg/arriving/overview

